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Disclaimer

This document is a private communication and is not intended for public 
circulation or for the use of any third party, without the approval of ASB.  The 
information contained in this document is given with an express disclaimer of 
responsibility.  No right of action shall arise against ASB or its employees 
either directly or indirectly as a result of this information.  Those acting upon 
this information do so entirely at their own risk.  This information does not 
purport to make any recommendation upon which you may reasonably rely 
without taking further and more specific advice.
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Topics

Coming out of lockdown

Potential economic outcomes

South Canterbury focus

Three economic stages: crisis, transition, new ‘normal’ 

Survive the crisis

Adapt during the transition

Thrive in the ‘new’ normal
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Last year’s risks…
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…became this
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The path out of lockdown

Source: the Spinoff
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Containment success is key
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Global COVID comparison (vs. early birds)
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Paths out of Lockdown  

Eradication aim will dominate decisions – do the (costly) lockdown once and do it right

Move to Level 3 (from ~67% of economy operating to ~81%) means :

Assessing how under control the virus is – at least for two weeks

Heavy restrictions on gatherings, public venues still closed

Much greater range of businesses able to operate, no public contact permitted

Working from home where possible; safe work practices required

Eventual move to Level 2 (~92% of economy) still means:

Working from home as much as possible still, changed work practices

Some restrictions on gatherings

Bottom line: working from home potentially for months; less productive workplaces

Need for pragmatism from Govt: if safe then allow businesses to operate 

Also need as much predictability as possible about operating environment
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Coronavirus: 3 broad economic impacts

Export disruption:

Tourism – NZ’s international market has evaporated for 2020/21, slow rebuild

Education exports likewise (issue primarily for university cities)

Goods: global slowdown; but China demand disruption will gradually recover

Supply chain disruption:

Impact of extended Chinese factory shutdowns; other countries’ shutdowns

Logistics chain disruption, primarily with China

Long term: shorter (more local) and/or more diverse supply chains

Social distancing:

Aversion to being in crowds, which alters spending patterns

Isolation, quarantine measures that alter ways of working
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Some potential economic paths

Upside: Quick ‘V’ recovery

Short-lived and contained economic impact, COVID readily contained.

Typical cyclical rebound from downturn follows.  Mild employment impacts

Central: ‘U’ recovery

Sizable but short-term downturn. Sizable job losses and company failures 
unavoidable.  COVID largely contained, some manageable outbreaks.

Recovery kicks in over 2021, but caution persists.

Downside: ‘L’ recovery

COVID outbreak difficult to contain, outbreaks and disruption persist.

Deep near-term impact through extended lockdowns; weak 2021 in NZ and 
globally because of continued disruption.  Border closed well into 2021.

(See “COVID-19: Possible paths in an uncertain future”. Search ASB  for “Economic Note”) 
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Wiley E Coyote moment
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Possible GDP paths
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Possible unemployment paths
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South Canterbury  

International tourists gone for a while:

Very few to stop over or pass through en route to Queenstown

Potential for some gradual border easing next year with countries with a similar lack of 
COVID i.e. no added risk to NZ

Domestic market for now e.g. MacKenzie country beauty, but won’t offset losses

Weak domestic airlinks = more long-distance road travel; but more challenging to travel

Food still a global drawcard and key part of South Canterbury economy

Some price weakness

Global incomes and appetite for luxuries are taking a hit

Local instead of immigrant workers for any labour shortages

Diversified parts of region e.g. Timaru will feel the general impacts that will be common 
around the country: financial stress, job losses, spending caution.

Canterbury is starting from a low unemployment rate ~3.6%.
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Survive (the crisis) 

Know your figures: revenue, cash position, cash burn, available finance facilities

Seek all the Government support available (and watch for more to come):

Wage subsidies; subsidies for workers taking COVID-related leave

Tax: full deduction low-value assets; higher threshold for provisional tax; waiving of 
IRD interest penalties on some overdue tax payments; claiming back past tax paid

Talk to your bank (the sooner the better):

Bank business relief packages

Government underwrite (of bank exposure) of new bank loans (stricter T&Cs) 

Residential mortgage holidays (deferred principal, capitalising of interest)

Cost action

Talk with key suppliers about payment terms, e.g. rent: “fair proportion” clauses

Staff negotiations over wages/salaries; though ensure retention of key personnel 
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Adapt (during the transition) 

A state of change and uncertainty over the next 12-18 months

Prepare contingencies, imagine different scenarios for your business niche

Heightened focus on value for money – we are collectively poorer now

Lingering and more permanent changes will become increasingly apparent: challenges, 
business opportunities

Some example:

Hospitality – lockdown hit; how does social distancing affect site usage, profitability?

Housing: bigger (if working from home sustained), smaller (recession frugality), 
further away (if less need to travel), closer (if want to avoid public transport crowds)

Retail: online (boost for Amazon-style distribution and delivery) vs. bricks & mortar 
(no changes, showroom role, or new open distancing-friendly layouts)?
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Thrive (in the new ‘normal’) 

Two paths for NZ:

Stick with status quo, just ratchet up policy support to bring spending forward

Re-wiring of NZ and global economies for greater resilience:

Supply chains reshaped to balance cost vs. reliability and safety 

Diversification of export markets

More nationalistic approach by governments, more emphasis on the 
collective good over individuality

Re-wiring implies:

Greater degree of local manufacturing, with higher product costs

Trade becomes more heavily focused on goods and on services that are based on 
intellectual products (IT, professional services) rather than people movements

Skills will increasingly be home-grown rather than sourced through immigration 
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Key takeouts

Containment success dictates relaxation/tightening of levels – and economic impact

Many different outcomes are possible – but all of them are likely to be the worst 
economic crisis NZ experiences in your lifetime

Scenario and contingency planning are valuable; point forecasts date quickly

Ensure your near-term survival and resourcing for NZ’s emergence from hibernation

Start thinking (blue sky) about how your business/industry will adapt and change 
coming out of Level 4 into very different influences.  Don’t assume things won’t change

Think about the forces that are likely to shape the new ‘normal’ 
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Thank you

Nick Tuffley
Chief Economist
nick.tuffley@asb.co.nz


